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and earthlike atmospheric environment for occupants
is disclosed. The vehicle comprises a cylindrically-
shaped, hollow pressure-tight body one end of which is
tapered from the largest diameter of the body, the
other end being flat and transparent to sunlight. The
vehicle is provided with thrust means which rotates the
body about its longitudinal axis, generating an artificial
gravity effect upon the interior walls of the body due to
centrifugal forces. Sunlight is directed into the interior
of the body through the transparent end by means of a
mirror which is oriented independently of the rotation
of the body. The sunlight is dispersed to the internal
surfaces of the body by means of a structure of concen-
tric reflecting and deflecting rings. The walls of the ta-
pered end of the body are maintained at a temperature
below the dew point of water vapor in the body and
lower than the temperature near the transparent end of
the body. Due to the temperature differential between
the two ends and rotation of the body, warm air and
water vapor flow from near the transparent end to-
wards the longitudinal axis of the body and towards the
tapered end. The water vapor condenses on the walls
of the tapered end and due to centrifugal force flows
back towards the transparent end along the walls of the
body. The cooled air flows back towards the transpar-
ent end adjacent the walls of the body. The walls of the
body are lined with soil and provided with an initial
supply of plants and livestock. Because of the con-
trolled climate and sunlight, an earthlike environment
is maintained wherein the carbon dioxide/oxygen bal-
ance is maintained, and food for the travelers is sup-
plied through natural system of plant life which can be
maintained in the spacecraft. Waste products are
treated hygienically and returned to the soil to serve as
fertilizers. A pleasant earthlike environment is pro-
vided for space travelers on voyages of years or possi-
bly decades in duration.
10 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure
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SPACE VEHICLE WITH ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY the occupants of the spaceship can enter at certain in-
AND EARTH-LIKE ENVIRONMENT tervals of time and be subjected to artificial gravity
ORIOIN OF THE INVENTION f°rCeS- Th'S aPProach re<!uires a complex system and isORIGIN Ob THE INVbN F1ON
 of ,imited ya,ue whi,e possibly meeting some of the
The invention described herein was made by an em- 5 physiological problems involved in weightlessness, such
ployee of the United States Government and may be an approach will certainly not solve the psychological
manufactured and used by or for the Government for difficulties of the space traveler who will be subjected
governmental purposes without the payment of any to weightlessness over an extended period,
royalties thereon or therefor. Another approach has been a spacecraft which will
nA/-ir/-D,~>i!wr. r>c -rue ivrwcivrr-inKT 10 rotate about its center to generate centrifugal forces inBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
 a rim portjon of a whee,.,fke structure or in the spokes
1. Field of the Invention of such a structure. In the case where a spoke-like sec-
The present invention relates to space vehicles which tion comprises the area where the astronauts would
are intended to operate outside of the earth's atmo- live, many previous designs envision differing levels
sphere in gravity-neutralized flight for extended peri- IS within the spokes and thus each different level would
ods of time. Such space vehicles are envisioned for use be subjected to differing artifical G-forces and signifi-
as earth-orbiting bases or for interplanetary journeys cant effort would be required in moving from theouter-
which will require travel times of months or years. The most level to the innermost level towards the hub por-
occupants of spacecraft on such flights are generally tion of such a spaceship.
free of any appreciable weight effects of earth gravity 20 In U.S. Pat. No. 3,333,788 there is disclosed a space-
or from other planetary bodies. Up to the present, the ship comprised of two body sections which in orbit arc
weightlessness experienced by travelers on space flights extended from one another and maintained in connec-
has not resulted in any serious physiological or psycho- tion with one another by cable structure and the two
logical difficulties. Flights to date have been of rela- body sections are rotated about the center of gravity of
lively short duration compared to the duration of inter- 25 the extended structure thus generating a centrifugal
planetary flights or the duration of the time which an force to establish an artificial gravity in each section,
earth-orbiting laboratory might be in orbit. It is the As indicated, previous spacecraft designed for ex-
considered opinion of scientists in this field, however, tended voyages in space have failed to provide an artifi-
that prolonged weightlessness will most probably result cial gravity environment in a simple manner free of im-
in serious physiological or psychological problems for 30 pedimentary structure. In addition, such craft depend
space travelers. It is, therefore, the accepted view that upon mechanical means for maintaining an earthlikc
any space vehicle designed for prolonged space flight atmosphere and for generating large amounts of elec-
with its consequent condition of weightlessness must be trical power, and require that the spacecraft be stocked
designed to provide some system of producing an artifi- from earth with expendables such as food sufficient for
cial gravity environment. 35 the entire duration of the space voyage. Little thought
Furthermore, on space flights of extended duration, has been given in the past to the design of spacecraft
provision must be made for supplying the travelers dur- which would provide an overall environment similar to
ing this period with food, a suitable atmosphere for that found on earth including plants, animals, soil,
breathing, and means for treating or disposing of waste. water circulation, sunlight, and weather patterns. Be-
Up to the present, it has generally been contemplated 40 sides the physical deprivation resulting from the lack of
that the entire requirements of food would be supplied such environment in a vehicle designed for extended
from stocks loaded aboard the space vehicle on earth voyages of months or years in space, such conditions
and that the supply of oxygen and treatment of the because of the psychological stresses they cause are
spaceship atmosphere would be accomplished by in- detrimental to the maintenance of social order among
volved mechanical life support systems. the travelers in the spacecraft.
While various proposed designs for spacecraft incor- SUMMARY OF THF INVENTION
porating systems for providing artificial gravity have SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
been suggested, no spaceship design has been sug- The foregoing disadvantages and problems of the
gested in which the supply of food and the environment prior art space vehicles are alleviated by the present in-
for supporting life has been maintained other than by vention. According to this invention a space vehicle
involved mechanical systems which are quite subject to adapted to provide an artificial gravity and atmospheric
breakdown and which greatly increase the weight of environment for the occupants of the vehicle during ex-
the space vehicle and thus the amount of energy re- tended voyages through space is provided. The space
quired. In addition, aside from the strictly mechanical „ vehicle of this invention is of simple design which pro-
problems involved with a spacecraft for extended dura- vidcs an artificial gravitational environment for the oc-
tion flights, designs proposed up to the present time cupants and maintains an earthlike atmosphere by pri-
have been such that the living conditions for the travel- marily natural processes. Utilizing the spacecraft of this
ers involved cramped quarters, difficulty in communi- invention, space travelers may live in a closed ecologi-
cation and in moving from one area of the spacecraft
 6Q cal system, growing their own food, disposing of the or-
to another, and other limitations which would inevita- ganic wastes and gaseous wastes by natural means, ex-
bly cause interpersonal problems to develop on flights periencing controlled weather conditions and "natu-
of extended duration. ral" ventilation.
2. Description of the Prior Art The space vehicle according to this invention corn-
Various proposals have been suggested for dealing
 6J prises a generally cylindrical shaped, hollow pressure-
with the .problem of weightlessness on extended space tight body provided with thrust generating means to ro-
flights. One proposal suggests that inclusion of a ccntri- tatc the body about its longitudinal axis. One end of the
fuge type of device within the space vehicle into which cylindrical body is at least slightly tapered and the op-
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posite end is transparent to sunlight. Means are pro- back to the warmer end by centrifugal force along, thus
vided for controlling the loss of heat to space through conpleting a liquid-vapor cycle. A constant weather
radiation from the interior of the body by surface coat- pattern is established whereby warm air and water
ings such as reflective foils, paints, silvered surfaces or vapor from the warm end of the space vehicle flows in-
other surfaces known to those skilled in the art of insu- 5 ward towards the center and then towards a colder end
lation, on the body which maintain a differential in of the space vehicle where it condenses out on the ta-
temperature between the end which is transparent to pered body wall that is maintained below the dew point
sunlight and the tapered end, the tapered end being the temperature. Then the liquid condensate and cool air
cooler end. High efficiency insulating materials on the flow outward from the center and along the slightly ta-
interior walls may also be employed to control the heat 10 pered wall of the inside surface back to the warm end.
loss from the body to space. The spacecraft can maintain its own growing plant sys-
The temperature of the internal surfaces of the body tern which is capable of providing food, and maintain-
at the tapered end is maintained below the dew point ing a carbon dioxide/oxygen balance, as well as cycling
of water vapor in said body. Inwardly of the end of the or organic wastes.
body which is transparent to sunlight, means are pro- 15 npsrRlPTlON OF THF DRAWING
vided for reflecting and deflecting sunlight from such BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
transparent portion and distributing the sunlight to all In the accompanying drawing
of the internal surfaces of the body. FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the spacecraft of this
Due to the rotation of the spacecraft about its longi- invention with the external wall partially cut away,
tudinal axis, there is maintained an artificial gravity on 20 showing the interior of the vehicle.
the occupants and objects in the spacecraft along the nF<5rRiPTir»N OF A <?PPriFir PMROHIMPMT
walls of the body by centrifugal force. Along the longi- DESCRIPTION OF A SPECIFIC EMBODIMENT
tudinal axis of the body the artificial gravitational force In the accompanying drawing, the space vehicle of
is zero. The space vehicle is provided with an initial the present invention is shown generally at 2, in the
supply of water vapor and oxygen to maintain human 25 form of a hollow, pressure tight cylindrical body 3 of
and other animal respiration, a supply of soil, chloro- generally bullet-like shape. The space vehicle 2 of this
phyll-containing plants for food and the maintaining of invention is provided with thrust-generating means 4
the carbon dioxide/oxygen balance, and livestock, fish capable of rotating the space vehicle 2 about its longi-
and fowl. tudinal axis. Additional thrust-generating means 6 are
Due to the rotation of the body and the heat differen- 30 provided at both ends of the vehicle for controlling the
tial between the end having a transparent portion and orientation of the axis of the vehicle normal to the
the tapered end of the body, water vapor and other plane of the ecliptic as well as providing additional
gases will flow towards the longitudinal axis of the body thrust for rotation and propulsion. The end 9 of the ve-
and from the warmer end to the cooler tapered end. hicle 2 opposite the tapered end 8 is in the form of a
The water vapor will condense against the internal sur- 35 generally flat surface 10 which is comprised of a plastic
faces of the body at the cold tapered end and then flow material 12 transparent to sunlight. While the end 9
back towards the transparent end of the body along the may be constructed integrally of plastic material 12, in
walls. the embodiment of the drawing it is comprised of multi-
The spacecraft is stocked with sufficient plant life to pie panes 14 of such plastic material 12 mounted in a
grow food for the voyagers. Growth is very rapid be- 40 frame 15 of structural members 16 which are secured
cause of the constant sunlight. The presence of plant to a centrally located plate member 18 at the center of
life also serves to maintain the oxygen/carbon dioxide the end 9 and to the internal surface of the walls 5 of
balance in the atmosphere of the space vehicle. Pre- the body 3. In the embodiment illustrated, the plate 18
ferebly sunlight is directed into the interior of the body carries a shaft 20 which has secured to it a bearing fix-
through the transparent end by a reflecting mirror car- ture 22 on which is mounted a large reflecting mirror
ried externally of the body which by a shaft and bearing 24 which rotates on the bearing 22 independently of
with thrust means is maintained at an angle so as to be the rotation of the space vehicle 2. The orientation of
directed at the sun at all times. While the transparent the mirror 24 is controlled by thrust-generating means
end of the space vehicle may be directed at the sun and 26 such as small rocket motors mounted on the periph-
thus not require use of the mirror, this requires fre- ery of the mirror 24 or by a small electric motor located
quent adjustments and expenditures of energy to main- on plate 18 so as to always be aimed towards the sun
tain the orientation of the vehicle axis of rotation dur- at an angle as shown by the dotted lines to reflect sun-
ing space flight. light through the transparent material 12 of the panes
The present invention provides a space vehicle suit- 14 parallel to the longitudinal axis of the body 3. Inside
able for extended space voyages which is virtually self- of the end 9 of the vehicle about one-third the length
sustaining and requires very little complex machinery. of the body 3, concentric reflector/deflector rings 28
The atmospheric circulation possible with the space- are mounted concentrically to each other and the Ion-
ship of the present invention is based upon utilization gitudinal axis of the body 3 and secured to the wall 5
of a rotating heat pipe concept in which an elongated
 6Q and each other by support members 32. The reflecting-
hollow chamber rotating along its longitudinal axis and /deflecting rings 28 are individually mounted at varying
containing a vaporizable inventory of liquid will set up angles to the end 9, so as to reflect and deflect the sun-
an internal circulation pattern. If one end is heated, the light in a criss-cross pattern throughout the interior of
liquid will vaporize and the vapor will flow toward the the space vehicle 2, the region near end 9 receiving the
center of rotation and then axially to the colder end of
 6J greatest intensity of sunlight, as shown by the dotted
the body and condense on the cool walls; and where the lines 33. As previously indicated, the space vehicle 2 is
body is tapered towards the largest inside diameter, to- provided with an atmosphere of air necessary for sup-
wards the warmer end. The condensed liquid will flow porting human respiration and plant life, as well as wa-
3,749,332
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ter. The walls 5 of the space vehicle 2 are insulated or thrust power. The bulk of the spacecraft mass will ro-
coated in such a manner that the heat in the body 2 due tate inertially with little need for realignment regardless
to the sunlight is lost most rapidly at the tapered end 8 of orbit or trajectory within roughly the plane of the
as indicated by heavy arrows 36 and at such a rate that ecliptic.
the temperature of the interior of the walls 5 at the ta- 5 A typical space vehicle of this invention, designed to
pcred end 8 is maintained below the dew point of the support approximately sixty people in space indcfi-
water vapor within the spacecraft 2 as well as lower nitely, has the following design characteristics, based
than the temperature of the walls at the end 9 and ccn- on the requirements of 2200 square feet per man to
tral body portion. The temperature differential be- grow his entire requirements for food. The plant area
tween the flat transparent end 9 and the tapered end 8 10 required to maintain the air and water cycles is substan-
of the body 3 in conjunction with the rotation of the tially less than this,
body 2 about its longitudinal axis causes the warm air
and the water vapor from the region near the transpar- Diameter, ft. 150j n . n JL i • * i_ •_ • i Length (of vehicle), ft. 350
ent end 9 to flow towards the central axis of the vehicle Surface area, acres (sq. ft.) 4 (175,000)
and towards the tapered end 8 where they impinge 15 Window area, sq. ft. 17,000
upon the cool walls of the vehicle. The water vapor Pre^e'.p"; ubs) 600,000
condenses out as liquid water, and with the cool air Weight of vehicle shell only, ton 144
flows back towards the warmer end 9 along the walls IrtfficTa?|ravTt*on walTg017'tC" a™
5 of the vehicle. This circulation maintains a constant Rotation rate, rpm ' 3.8
weather pattern in the interior of the space vehicle 2. 20
The climate of the body vehicle 2 varies from tropical In summary then, the present invention provides a
in the zone adjacent the end 9, to temperate in the cen- space vehicle having an artificial gravity effect on occu-
tral portion 30, to cool and moist at the tapered end 8 pants and contents and provides the occupants with an
where condensation occurs. earthlike atmosphere including controlled weather
If desired the reflecting/deflecting rings 28 may be 25 conditions, atmospheric balance of carbon dioxide and
mounted on the frame 16 which supports the transpar- oxygen, and a natural means of growing food and dis-
ent panes 14. In this case, the sunlight would strike the posing of wastes. Using the space vehicle of this inven-
interior walls 5 of the vehicle at more oblique angles; tion, a group of space travelers would be able to sustain
however, construction would be simplified and the itself for many years possibly for generations with sun-
weight of the vehicle 2 less. 30 light being he only continuously supplied external in-
The space vehicle 2 is assembled in earth orbit and put. The spacecraft of the present invention contrasted
given an initial rotation to creat an artificial gravity to previously proposed craft for extended duration
force due to centrifugal forces against the curved walls space travel is extremely earthlike and comfortable
5 of the body. The space vehicle 2 is then provided with with the maintenance of most systems necessary for life
an initial inventory of air, water, soil 40, plants 42, ani- 35 sustained by natural means. For example, ventilation,
mal life 44, and travelers 46. air conditioning, temperature control, irrigation, illu-
Intensive cultivation of plants and food crops is possi- mination, waste disposal, including the reprocessing of
ble since they are exposed to constant sunlight and con- carbon dioxide and nitrogenous excretions, are han-
trolled climate. The proper balance between plant and died primarily by natural processes,
animal life is easily calculated and therefore stable oxy- 40 While the invention has been explained by a detail
gen, carbon dioxide and moisture cycles can be main- description of a specific embodiment, ,t is understood
tained. Means are provided for carefully processing that various modifications and substitutions can be
human and other wastes so as to return them to the soil made within the scope of the appended claims- which
hygienically to serve as fertilizer for the plant life. The are intended to include equivalents of such embodi-
space vehicle is thus capable of maintaining an essen- ments.
tially independent colony of space travelers requiring What is claimed is:
from external sources only sunlight to maintain itself. 1. A space vehicle adapted to provide an artificial
A significant advantage of the spacecraft of this inven- gravity and atmospheric environment for occupants of
tion is the elimination of the need for a large amount the vehicle, said vehicle comprising a cylindrically
of complex machinery to maintain an earthlike envi- shaped hollow pressure-tight body, a first end of said
ronment for the travelers. The environment of the cylindrical body tapered from the largest diameter of
spacecraft of the present invention is maintained essen- said cylindrical body, thrust generating means mounted
tially by natural forces sustained by the circulation of externally of said body for rotating said body about its
heat and atmospheric gases according to the heat pipe , longitudinal axis, a second end of said body, said sec-
concept. Mobility is very free in the spacecraft of this ond end transparent to sunlight, an atmosphere in said
invention since all occupants are at substantially the pressure tight body capable of sustaining human respi-
samc level of G-forces. No ducts or blowers for ventila- ration and including water, means for controlling heat
tion, lights or circuits for illumination, heaters and air loss from said body at the tapered end of said body to
conditioners for humidity and temperature control, ,Q thereby maintain the temperature of the internal walls
water pumps and stills for water, nor complex waste of said body at said tapered end below the dew point
disposal systems are required. Perhaps most impor- of water vapor in said body, and at a temperature lower
tantly the spacecraft of the present invention which is than that at the second end of said body, the tempera-
designed for extended space travel of months and years ture differential between said ends and the rotation of
and possibly for generations contains a pleasing earth-
 6J said body causing warm air and water vapor to flow
like outdoor environment for the occupants. from said second end towards said tapered end, cen-
Maintaining the orientation of the space vehicle of trally of said body, said water vapor being condensed
this invention requires only a minimum amount of on the tapered end walls, said water condcnsate and
3,749,332
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cool air then flowing outward from the central portion for directing sunlight comprises a mirror mounted on
of the tapered end towards said second end along the a shaft parallel to the axis of said body and external to
wall of said body. said body at said second end, the orientation of said
2. A vehicle as claimed in claim 1 including means motor being independent of the rotation of said body
within said body for deflecting and reflecting sunlight 5 normally facing the sun at an angle to direct sunlight
to disperse sunlight to the interior surfaces of said through said transparent portion to the interior of said
body, body and parallel to the longitudinal axis of said body.
3. A vehicle as claimed in claim 2 wherein said means
 g A vehic,e as clairned in claim 7 inciuding means
for reflecting and deflecting said sunlight comprises re-
 within said bod fof dcflcctjng and reflecting sunlight
flective concentric louvred nngs mounted about the ,o ,o d- sunlj ht to the imerjor surfaces of said
longitudinal axis of said body. h d
4. A vehicle as claimed in claim 1 wherein said tern- „ ' ... . . . . , . „ , . . ,
perature differential is maintained by insulation on the 9'Anvehicle m cla'™d.»1 claim « whe«='n said means
walls of said body for reflectln8 and deflecting said sunlight comprises re-
5. A vehicle as claimed in claim 4 wherein said tern- is nective concentric radially-spaced rings mounted
perature differential is maintained by insulation on the about the longitudinal axis of said body, the surface of
interior walls of said body and reflective surface coat- each rin8 bein8 at an an8le to said axis
ings on the outer surface of said body. 10- A vehicle as claimed in claim 9 wherein the inte-
6. A vehicle as claimed in claim 1 having means for rior walls of said vehicle are covered with soil and
directing sunlight through said transparent portion and 20 growing chlorophyll-containing plants are planted in
parallel to the longitudinal axis of said body. said soil.
7. A vehicle as claimed in claim 2 wherein said means * * * * *
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